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In this lecture:

� More on the Galactic structures

� Stellar Populations

� Ground based Surveys

� The Galactic Halo: in the old scenario 

� Metal Poor Stars
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Merging processes in the Galaxy: The Sagittarius 
Dwarf Galaxy

This dwarf galaxy is merging with the Milky Way!



Monoceros Stream



An important parameter: the metallicity

The abundances of one element with respect to another are often stated by 
comparison of their ratios with respect to the Sun, using
the notation:

where NA and NB refer to the numbers of atoms of elements A and B, 
respectively.
In case of the Iron:

[Fe/H] represents the overall metallicity of the  object.

SunBAStarBA NNNNBA )/(log)/(log]/[ 1010 −≡

SunHFeStarHFe NNNNHFe )/(log)/(log]/[ 1010 −≡



All elements except H and He are created in stars during stellar evolution 
And supernova explosions.

Nuclear fusion and production of
heavy elements

This elements are diffuse in
the interstellar medium where
the next generation of stars
form.

Star formed later during the
evolution of the Galaxy are
more metal rich!

Onion layers



Supernovae :

Supernova type II: internal collapse and violent 
explosion of a massive star, M > 10 M_sun

General properties of SNe Ia: 

Very homogeneous class 
of events, only small (and 
correlated) variations.
Rise time: ~ 15 - 20 days
Decay  time: many 
months
Occur in all type of 
galaxies.
Produce heavy elements 

5 days ironsiliconSilicon burning 

0.3 years Si, S, Ar, CaoxygenOxygen burning 

3 years O, MgneonNeon burning

103 years Ne, Na, Mg, AlcarbonCarbon burning

106 years carbon, oxygenheliumTriple-alpha

107 yearsheliumhydrogenHydrogen 
burning

Duration Main products Main fuel Process 



The Thin DiskThe Thin Disk

1) the most massive component of our Galaxy (after the dark-matter halo).

2) the rapid rotation of the Galactic disk is believed to be the result of conservation 
of angular momentum during Galactic collapse. 

4) Star counts (most recent in infrared to avoid problems with reddening and 
absorption) indicate that the scale length is 2-3 kpc. The scale height varies with the 
age of stars from ~ 100 to 300 pc. 

5) The velocity dispersions also increase with age up to ~40 km/s in the radial 
component, and ~20 km/s in the vertical component.

6) The metallicity varies from -1 to +0.5 with a peak at 0                    Solar 
Metallicity

7) Oldest age estimate ~ 10 Gyr



The Thin DiskThe Thin Disk

Population I stars:

� Young Thin Disk: young stars, short-lived O,B,A stars 
They have low velocity dispersions, because the reflect the kinematics of their
star-forming region.

� Old Thin Disk: older stars, long lived F, G, K, M stellar type.
They have a higher velocity dispersion, because as they orbit in the Galaxy, 
they suffer encounters with giant molecular clouds, spiral arms, and thus 
their original orbits are scattered. However, these scattering mechanisms 
saturate at a certain level (~ 20-25 km/s in z component). 



The Thick Disk or The Intermediate Pop. IIThe Thick Disk or The Intermediate Pop. II

Both thin and thick disks have density laws of the form:

ρ(R,z) = ρ0 exp(− R

hR

)exp(− z

hz

)

hR - scale length of the thin/thick disk

hz - scale height of the thin/thick disk

- the exponential forms of the radial and vertical distributions are motivated by the 
light distribution of  disk galaxies. The radial distribution is difficult to determine 
given the fact that our Sun is in the plane of the disk (thus distances are affected by 
reddening). Recent infrared observations have improved the measurements of the 
scale radius. The vertical distribution is easier to determine from star counts at the 
Galactic poles (where the distance to a star is z).

- the exponential radial function is replaced sometimes by a sech2(z/hz) 
function (mostly in profiles of other disk galaxies).



The Thick DiskThe Thick Disk: : Intermediate Population IIIntermediate Population II

The current view is that the thick disk is a distinct component, separate from the 
think disk. It has the following properties:

-Mean metallicity of -0.6, but with a tail toward metallicities as low as -1.7

-Significant rotation: 180 km/s, and decreasing with distance from the Galactic plane 
by ~30 km/s/kpc (Chiba & Beers 2001, Girard et al. 2006)

-Velocity dispersions: ~60:40:40 km/s 

-Age: old, possibly as old as the halo

-Scale height: 800-1000 pc

-Scale radius: 2.5 - 4 kpc (highly uncertain)





A boxy, peanut-
shaped bulge.

The BulgeThe Bulge



The Bulge: why is it so difficult to study ?

� Very difficult to separate populations: density distributions of all Galactic
components peak at the Galactic center!

� Severe absorption in the visible light (improved with IR observations)

� Crowding (improved with HST data)



Observations/Tracers of the Bulge

Tracers: 

- giant stars, RR Lyrae stars, Mira variables, AGB stars, planetary nebulae, 
microlensing lens objects.

For most visible-light observations, there are “windows”, where the reddening is 
low compared to the rest of the directions to the bulge (Blanco 1988, Dominici et 
al. 1999). The two most-studied windows are:

Baade’s window (l = 0 deg, b = -4 deg) 

Plaut’s window (l = 0, b = -8 deg.); E(B-V) ~ 0.25 (lower than in Baade’s 
window) 

IR light (in near IR - stars):

COBE; 2MASS, Spitzer



The Structure of the BulgeThe Structure of the Bulge

-from COBE and IRAS maps

-Its mass is determined to be 1.6 1010 M_sun (mass models; e.g. Gerhard 
2005).

-The bar structure was clearly shown by COBE IR maps, and by red 
clump giants (Stanek et al. 1994).



Metallicity Distribution of the Bulge

The Bulge is Metal Rich!



COBE Near IR View



How it looks like the bar in the front view  



Large Scale Surveys of 
the Galaxy
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The Sloan Digital Sky SurveyThe Sloan Digital Sky Survey

•• The most ambitious astronomy project ever The most ambitious astronomy project ever 
undertakenundertaken

–– Obtain accurately calibrated imaging of Obtain accurately calibrated imaging of 
10,000 square degrees of (northern) sky,   10,000 square degrees of (northern) sky,   
in five filters (in five filters (ugrizugriz))

–– Obtain mediumObtain medium--resolution spectroscopy forresolution spectroscopy for

•• 1,000,000 galaxies1,000,000 galaxies

•• 100,000 quasars100,000 quasars

•• Has been fully operational since ~ Jan 1999Has been fully operational since ~ Jan 1999
•• Completed its primary imaging mission in July 2005Completed its primary imaging mission in July 2005
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The SDSS TelescopeThe SDSS Telescope

ARC 2.5m SDSS Telescope (3 deg FOV)



The SDSS uses a dedicated, 2.5-meter telescope on Apache Point, 
NM, equipped with two powerful special-purpose instruments. 

� The 120-megapixel camera can image 1.5 square degrees of sky 
at a time, about eight times the area of the full moon. 

� A pair of spectrographs fed by optical fibers can measure 
spectra of (and hence distances to) more than 600 galaxies 
and quasars in a single observation. 

� Software pipeline 
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SEGUESEGUE: : TheThe SSloanloan EExtensionxtension forfor
GGalacticalactic UUnderstandingnderstanding andand EExplorationxploration

•• Use existing SDSS hardware and software to obtain:Use existing SDSS hardware and software to obtain:

–– 3500 square degrees3500 square degrees of additional of additional ugrizugriz imaging at lower imaging at lower 
Galactic latitudesGalactic latitudes

•• MediumMedium--resolution spectroscopy of resolution spectroscopy of 250,000 250,000 ““optimally optimally 
selectedselected”” stars in the thick disk and halo of the Galaxystars in the thick disk and halo of the Galaxy

•• 200 200 ““spectroscopic platespectroscopic plate”” pairs of 45 / 135 min exposurespairs of 45 / 135 min exposures

•• Objects selected to populate distances from 1 to 100 Objects selected to populate distances from 1 to 100 kpckpc
along each line of sitealong each line of site

•• Proper motions available (from SDSS) for stars within ~ 5 Proper motions available (from SDSS) for stars within ~ 5 kpckpc
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8 kpc

KV

G

MSTO/F

BHB/BS

K III
SEGUE uses stellar probes of increasing
absolute brightness to probe
increasing distances in the disk, thick 
disk and Milky Way halo.

d < 1 kpc

d < 6 kpc

d < 15 kpc

d < 50 kpc

d < 100 kpc

Other spectroscopic surveys will not probe as deep,
for instance, Blue Horizontal Branch Stars (BHBs) from a
survey with V< 12 are from a volume within 1.5 kpc of the sun.

r = 1.5kpc

Streams and outer halo stars

Inner and outer halo stars

thin, thick
disk stars
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The The ugrizugriz Photometric BandsPhotometric Bands

•• Optimized for selection and study of Optimized for selection and study of 
distant galaxies and quasarsdistant galaxies and quasars

•• Still useful for selection and optimization of Still useful for selection and optimization of 
Galactic populations of starsGalactic populations of stars
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SEGUE Sample Spectra – F Turnoff Stars

CaII K

HββββHγγγγHδδδδ

High 
[Fe/H]

Low
[Fe/H]
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Highlights of SEGUE (Early Results)Highlights of SEGUE (Early Results)
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Massive Surveys of the (Near) FutureMassive Surveys of the (Near) Future
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Massive Surveys of the (Near) Future (Cont)Massive Surveys of the (Near) Future (Cont)
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LAMOSTLAMOST
•• A meridian reflecting Schmidt A meridian reflecting Schmidt 

telescope telescope 

•• Large aperture (4 meter)  with a wide Large aperture (4 meter)  with a wide 
field of view (5 degrees) field of view (5 degrees) 

•• Located at Located at XinglongXinglong Observing Station Observing Station 
in northern China (2 hours from Beijing)in northern China (2 hours from Beijing)

•• Active optics for segmented thin Active optics for segmented thin 
mirrors mirrors 

•• Up to 4000 fibers for spectroscopy  Up to 4000 fibers for spectroscopy  

•• Low to medium resolution Low to medium resolution 
spectroscopic surveyspectroscopic survey

•• First light Fall 2008First light Fall 2008

•• Can obtain mediumCan obtain medium--res  data for        res  data for        
~5  million stars over a 2~5  million stars over a 2--3 year period3 year period



WFMOSWFMOS
•• WFMOS is a wideWFMOS is a wide--field field 

spectrograph, to be mounted on the spectrograph, to be mounted on the 
Subaru 8m telescope, with capability Subaru 8m telescope, with capability 
of executing highof executing high--resolution (R = resolution (R = 
40,000) stellar spectroscopy for up 40,000) stellar spectroscopy for up 
to 5000 simultaneous targets over a to 5000 simultaneous targets over a 
1.5 degree field of view1.5 degree field of view

•• Current plan is to obtain highCurrent plan is to obtain high--
resolution spectroscopy for on the resolution spectroscopy for on the 
order of one million stars (and order of one million stars (and 
mediummedium--resolution spectroscopy for resolution spectroscopy for 
10 million galaxies/quasars)10 million galaxies/quasars)

•• The WFMOS spectroscopic The WFMOS spectroscopic 
database will reveal the details of database will reveal the details of 
the origin and evolution of the the origin and evolution of the 
elements, to an unprecedented level elements, to an unprecedented level 
of detailof detail



The thin disk is metal-rich and  covers a wide age range
The other stellar components are all relatively old
(note similarity of [Fe/H] range for thick disk and globular clusters)

Metallicity of the different structure of the Galaxy



The stellar halo and globular clusters  include the oldest objects 
in our Galaxy.  We now believe that much (maybe all) of the 
stellar halo was accreted in the form of small galaxies which had 
a short evolutionary life of their own before being accreted. Some 
(maybe all) of the globular clusters also came from outside.

The observation and study of the stars in the Galactic halo provides 
information on  the formation and evolution of our Galaxy because:

� They record the early chemical composition of the Universe

� They record the motion of the fragments that formed the Halo
by accretion and merging  (the angular momentum, Lz, and the 
Energy, E, are conserved!) 

The Galactic Halo: Population II Stars



The metal-poor stellar halo

abundance range [Fe/H] =  -1  to  -5

Density distribution ρ ~ r -3.5, extends out to ~100 kpc

mass of stellar halo ~ 1 x 109 M
�

(barionic matter)
(total stellar mass of the Galaxy is about 1011 M

�
)

The extension of the Dark Halo is beyound 120 kpc

In the old scenario: a single halo component



The First Stars Form and Explode

• Gas (H, He)  falls into the dark matter “pockets”
(we will back on this formation scenario in the next lecture…..)

• The first generations of stars form
– Apparent quite massive (100-1000 Mo)
– Short lifetimes

• The first stars explode, forming the first elements

• Other (low mass) stars begin to form, recording
the early chemical composition of the Universe

400 million years after the Big Bang



Formation and Explosion of the First 
Stars

A Zoom In Movie of First Star Formation Still Frames from the Simulation



The Formation of the Elements



We are looking for the first generation of stars Pop. III with zero content
of metals, but until now  there is no trace of them!

Metal Poor stars From SDSS DataMetal Poor stars From SDSS Data

•• MetalMetal--PoorPoor [Fe/H] < [Fe/H] < --1.01.0 100,000+100,000+

•• Very MetalVery Metal--PoorPoor [Fe/H] < [Fe/H] < --2.0 2.0 20,000+20,000+

•• Extremely MetalExtremely Metal--PoorPoor [Fe/H] < [Fe/H] < --3.03.0 400+400+

•• Ultra MetalUltra Metal--PoorPoor [Fe/H] < [Fe/H] < --4.04.0 55

•• Hyper MetalHyper Metal--PoorPoor [Fe/H] < [Fe/H] < --5.05.0 22

•• Mega MetalMega Metal--PoorPoor [Fe/H] < [Fe/H] < --6.06.0 00



Metal Poor Stars are the local equivalent of the hi gh redshift Universe

� The first stars that formed from the pristine gas left after the Big Bang were very 
massive, of the order of 100M. 

� After a very short life time these co-called Population III stars exploded as 
supernovae, which then provided the first metals to the interstellar medium. All 
subsequent generations of stars formed from chemically enriched material. 

� Metal-poor stars are early Population II objects and belong to the stellar 
generations that formed from the non-zero metallicity gas left behind by the first 
stars.

� Due to their low masses (~ 0.8M�) they have extremely long lifetimes that 
exceed the current age of the Universe of  ~ 13Gyr years. Hence, these stellar 
“fossils” of the early Universe are still observable today.

� In their atmospheres these old objects preserve information about the chemical 
composition of their birth cloud. They thus provide archaeological evidence of the 
earliest times of the Universe.



� The chemical composition of the most metal-deficient stars largely reflects 
the composition of the gas from which they formed. 

� These old stars provide crucial clues to the star formation history and the 
synthesis of chemical elements in the early Universe. 

� They are the local relics of epochs otherwise observable only at very high 
Redshifts. 

� The totally metal-free ('population III'), if found, would allow the 
direct study of the pristine gas from the Big Bang. 

More….



Until today just two stars with [Fe/H] < -5 
have been discovered!

HE0107–5240             [Fe/H] = -5.2

HE1327–2326             [Fe/H] = -5.4  

The first is a giant and has evolved 
off the main sequence branch 
and up the red-giant branch.

The second is HE1327–2326 is 
located in the subgiant branch.

Comparison of high-resolution spectra 
of HE1327–2326 with G64–12 and CS
22876–032. The latter is a double-lined 
spectroscopic binary. All three stars have a
similar effective temperature and gravity. 
In HE1327–2326 we note the absence of the
Fe I line at 393 nm together with the appearance 
of CH lines. 


